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not less necessary than the other, is less important, in the
sense that it does not involve so wide a breach with reality.
§ 11. Before the argument can proceed, it is necessary
further that we agree upon the way in which income that is
not consumed, but is saved and invested, shall be regarded.
In order that an equal-sacrifice formula may be possible,
people in each separately definable category (e.g. bachelors)
who have equal incomes must save equal amounts. This
condition is implicit in the first condition laid down in the
preceding section. It means that of any income x9 belong-
ing to persons in a given category, f(x) is always saved and
{x -/(#)} always consumed. On this basis it is open to us to
do either of two things. On the one hand, we can accept the
fact that saved income does not yield any satisfaction to the
saver in itself, but only in the fruits which are derived from
it later on ; and, therefore, that such part of taxation as is
paid out of what would have been savings involves directly
no sacrifice. On the other hand, we can adopt a convention
under which each unit of saved income is conceived as yield-
ing now " virtual satisfaction", derived from the actual
satisfactions which are looked for from it in the future and
measured by the saver's desire for it. That is to say, if I
desire to save a hundredth £ as much as I desire to spend a
fiftieth £ on clothes, I am, on this convention, said to obtain
equal satisfactions from saving a hundredth £ and from spend-
ing a fiftieth £ in that manner. The former plan is, in some
ways, nearer to reality than the latter, but to adopt it would
complicate the argument without rendering it more illumin-
ating. I shall, therefore, here adopt the latter plan. For the
present I shall ignore the fact that a continuing — as dis-
tinguished from an isolated single-year — tax assessed upon
income without remission either of savings or of income derived
from savings involves an element of differentiation against
the savings use. This matter is deferred to Chapter X.
§ 12. Though the ground is now fully prepared, it will be
convenient to pause for a moment before attempting a con-
structive argument, in order to clear away a false opinion
which appears to be somewhat widely entertained. This
opinion is to the effect that, in all circumstances, in order to
secure equal sacrifice, the tax formula must be, in some
measure, progressive, in the sense that the rate of taxation

